With the rapid development of wind turbine, photovoltaic and battery technologies, renewable energy resources such as wind and solar become the most common distributed generations (DG) that are being integrated into microgrids. One key impediment is to determine the sizes and placements of DGs within which the microgrid can achieve its maximum potential benefits. The objective of the paper is to study and propose an approach to find the optimal sizes and placements of DGs in a microgrid. The authors propose a comprehensive objective function with practical constraints which take all the important factors that will impact the reliability of the power grid into account. To solve the optimization problem, genetic algorithm (GA) is used and compared with a mathematical optimization method nonlinear programming. The proposed model is tested on a real microgrid, i.e. Jeju Island, to evaluate and validate the performances of the approach. The simulation results present the optimal configuration of DGs for Jeju Island power grid. The analysis on results shows that GA maintains a delicate balance between performance and complexity. It is concluded that GA performs better not only in accuracy, stability, but also in computation time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Existing traditional power grids are constantly facing reliable problems, therefore new research on developing a Smart Grid has been started and became popular in the past decades. In the concept of Smart Grid, new ideas are applied into each part of traditional power grid. For example, on supply side, renewable resources are integrated and storage systems are installed. Demand response and energy efficiency technologies are used in demand side management. In such a Smart Grid, decentralized control and communication network is another important factor, which can realize intelligent coordination with new components and new technologies. A microgrid that can be connected to main grid and disconnected to be an isolated system, is a good test bed for the realization of Smart Grid.
Distributed generation (DG) is heatedly studied among researchers in the field of Smart Grid and microgrid, as energy crisis and waste pollution by traditional generation are threatening the future of mankind. With the rapid development of wind turbine (WT), photovoltaic (PV) and battery (BA) technologies, renewable energy resources such as wind and solar catch plenty of attentions as alternative solution and become the most common DGs that are being integrated into microgrids [1] . However, it is still challenging to properly integrate them such as that the renewable energies are intermittent and uncertain, and high penetration will cause impact on system stability. One key impediment is to determine the sizes and placements of DGs within which the microgrid can achieve its maximum potential benefits [2] .
Jeju Province is the largest island in South Korea, which is 714 square miles in area, with a length of 45.5 miles and a width of 39.8 miles. Currently, electricity is mainly generated by generators in thermal plants and WTs in wind farms (WF) on the island while its power grid is connected to Korea mainland via High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) systems [3] . Jeju Island is an ideal place to integrate DGs due to its geological advantages-mild temperature and plenty of wind and sunshine. Jeju Global Research Center (JGRC) of Korea Institute of Energy Research (KIER), as one of the research test beds on the island, was established on January 1, 2011 with the vision of open innovation and global cooperation on developing convergence technologies in the field of wind, solar and storage together 1 . The desirable hybrid energy system on the island is composed of WTs, solar PV panels, Li-ion BA storage units, back-up generation such as diesel, electric double-layer capacitor (EDLC), redox flow battery (RFB), active power filter (APF) and residential loads such as vehicleto-grid (V2G) capable Electric Vehicles (EVs) and various appliances.
The objective of the paper is to study and propose an approach to find the optimal sizes and placements of DGs in a microgrid. To solve the optimization problem, genetic algorithm (GA), which is a type of heuristic evolutionary optimization methodologies, is used and compared with a mathematical optimization method nonlinear programming (NLP). The important contributions of the paper are the following: first of all, this paper proposes a comprehensive objective function with practical constraints which take all the important factors that will impact the reliability of the power grid into account. Secondly, GA is used to solve the optimization problem. The results are carefully compared with NLP. The analysis shows that GA maintains a delicate balance 2 between performance and complexity. Thirdly, the proposed model is tested on a real microgrid, i.e. Jeju Island, to evaluate and validate the performances of the approach. The real case study and analysis also sheds light on design and robust operation of microgrid with DGs. Most importantly, though WTs have been already installed on the island and studies on analyzing the impact on the system stability due to wind penetration are done, unfortunately, few research that takes wind, solar and BA into account together and analyzes the optimal sizes and placements of DGs using the island as test bed, has been carried out. This paper focuses on solving the problem for Jeju Island power grid by considering and combining all the important DGs together.
In the paper, a literature review on the current status of research on optimizing DGs in hybrid energy system is investigated in Section II. Before planning ahead, the original system topology is presented in Section III. In addition, historical wind, solar and load profiles are collected and details of modeling the wind, solar generation, BA management algorithm and demand profiles are presented in this section as well. The optimization problem is formulated in Section IV including an introduction to GA. In Section V, simulation results with charts and figures of the best combinations of DGs by two methods are presented with details of quantitative explanations. It is followed by Section VI that discusses the conclusions and future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the section, the authors carry out an insightful review on the current state of art on the methods of solving multiobjective optimization problem. In paper [2] , an overview in computational optimization methods in the field of renewable sustainable energy is provided. The methods that are used to solve the optimization problem can be divided into two categories-classical and heuristic approaches. Classical approaches include linear programming (LP), nonlinear programming (NLP) and Langragian relaxation (LR), etc., while heuristic approaches include simulated annealing (SA), evolutionary algorithm (EA), genetic algorithm (GA) and artificial neural network (ANN). Compared to traditional methods, heuristic approaches are considered to be a more promising research area, especially in the field of optimizing DGs.
When designing a microgrid with optimal DGs, sizes and placements both play critical roles. Regarding to optimal sizing, a summary of the unit sizing optimization methods is presented in paper [4] . Many researches has been done on optimal sizing by different methods. The sizing optimization problems are solved by methods of LR, SA and EA respectively [5]- [7] . In particular, GA is used a lot in solving the optimal sizing problem [8]- [11] . However, the above papers either fails to jointly optimize sizing and placement or make a comparison among different optimization methods.
On the contrary, many researchers focus on the optimal allocations of DGs instead of sizing. A literature review is investigated and lists the current strategies on optimal placements of DGs [12] . Analytic approach, adaptive weight particle swarm optimization (AWPSO) and EA respectively are used in solving the problem and perform well [13] - [15] . In particular, GA has been widely used to solve the optimal placement problem [16] - [19] . Similarly, the cons for these papers are that they only consider optimizing placements and do not compare the performances of the approaches.
A complete optimal integrating DGs should consider both of sizes and placements together. A review on optimal planning of sizes and locations together is presented [20] . The optimal sizes and allocations using multi-objective NLP optimization approach is solved [21] . Sequential quadratic programming algorithm (SQP) is used in paper [22] to optimize the two factors while both optimizations are solved in paper [23] by taking weighting factors into account. The optimal sizes and placements of DG are found by using GA in paper [24] and [25] . But neither of these above-mentioned papers discuss the comparison among different methods.
III. SYSTEM MODELING

A. Power System on Jeju Island
As a popular tourist destination, Jeju Island has a population of 583,284 and residential households of 227,873. The power system on the island is not huge but contains all the same elements, i.e., generations, transmission lines, distribution systems and loads as in common power grids. However, the power system needs improvement due to gradually increasing demands. As for now, the total annual electricity usage on the island was 4,039,830 M W h and the average daily usage was 11,068 M W h 2 . Table I presents the statistical data about generation and consumption on Jeju Island from Year 2009 to 2013 [26]- [28] . From the table, a power system integrated with optimal DGs is expected. With the optimization on DGs, the new power system on Jeju Island will be more environmentally friendly without spending too much on construction and maintenance, as well as that the system balance will be more easily kept. Fig. 1 presents the original topology of the power system on Jeju Island in 2013, which shows the elements in the existing power system [3] , [26] - [29] . To be specific, there are two thermal plants which consist of 400 M W diesel generators and 279 M W steam turbines, respectively located at the north and south of the island. The production by thermal plants has been served as basic constant supply in the past few years. Two HVDC systems with capacities of 150 M W and 200 M W are connecting the island with Korea mainland. There are three main WFs belonging to several research centers, mainly located at the northeast and southwest of the island, with a large number of WTs already been integrated into the 3 power system. Various residential loads are distributed at five different areas on the island, as the figure shows. Based on the original topology, the authors consider proposing an improved system with adding WTs, solar PV panels, Li-ion BA storage units and back-up generation such as diesel, EDLC, RFB and APF with fixed capacity. Fig. 2 shows the desirable schematic diagram. The optimal configuration of DGs including sizes and placements needs to be determined, in order to satisfy the residential loads such as EVs and various appliances. In the following, the modeling on each DG is discussed. 
B. Wind Power Generation
Wind is one of key renewable energies on Jeju Island. Previous studies and existing implementations have demonstrated its benefits to the entire system. Before discussing the modeling on wind power generation, the historical wind data is analyzed, which is obtained at two measurement spots from the KIER test bed on Jeju Island and measured every second on April 7th, 2012. Spot 1 is located at the northeast of the island and spot 2 is located at the southwest of the island. The raw data illustrates that wind energy on the island approximately follows normal distributions with mean of 12.4692 and standard deviation of 5.4576 for spot 1, and mean of 8.1346 and standard deviation of 3.1543 for spot 2 [26] , [31] . Fig. 3 The mathematical algorithm of modeling the wind power generation is presented in Equation 1 [32] . In the equation, P W is the power (M W ) generated by 1 M W WTs, C W = 0.25% is the power coefficient that adjusts the power generation based on the hardware specification, ρ = 1.225kg/m 3 is the air density, v i is the wind speed (m/s) at spot i (i = 1, 2) and A W = 4, 000m 2 is the area of 1 M W WTs [26] . The wind power generation reaches and maintains peak amount around 1 M W after wind speed is higher than 30 m/s. The total capacity of WTs (M W ) is one variable that needs to be optimized. The optimal placement is chosen from two measurement spots.
C. Solar Power Generation
Currently, solar is still under developed on Jeju Island. But it is very prospective that solar can solve the energy crisis and benefit the environment. Korean Government also points out that solar is essential in the future power system on Jeju Island. The historical solar data is pre-analyzed as well. The raw data including Global Horizontal Irradiation (GHI) and Direct Normal Irradiation (DNI) is obtained at a measurement spot (the same location as spot 1 in Section III-B) from the KIER test bed on Jeju Island and measured every second on April 7th, 2012. The authors study the analysis on the solar energy of South Korea by National Renewable Energy Laboratory and simulate the hourly solar irradiation at the spot on April [34] . In 2013, the average solar irradiation is 196 W/m 2 and the strongest solar irradiation is 1009 W/m 2 for spot 1. The mathematical algorithm of modeling the solar power generation is presented in Equation 2 [33] - [35] . In the equation, P S is the power (M W ) generated by 1 M W PVs, C S = 0.6 is the power coefficient that adjusts the solar irradiation based on the hardware specification, R is the solar irradiation (W/m 2 ), A S = 10, 000m 2 is the area of 1 M W PVs and η = 16.5% is the efficiency with which PV is transforming solar into electricity. The total capacity of PVs (M W ) is one variable that needs to be optimized. The placement is fixed at the measurement spot due to limitation on the current hardware installation.
D. Battery Storage Management
Due to the intermittency and uncertainty of renewable energy, a BA storage management system is required, in order to store the excess and provide the demand. In the paper, the authors propose a simple deterministic BA control algorithm to assist the microgrid [1] . The performance of the algorithm is tested on the Smart Grid Energy Research Center (SMERC) Microgrid, at University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) [34] . Table II defines and describes the parameters in the algorithm. The total capacity of BA (M W ) is one variable that needs to be optimized. The candidate placements of BA are spot 1 and spot 2 as well. The difference due to different spots for BA is the amount of power loss by the transmission.
With the contents in the table, the control algorithm follows the recursion form: The amount of energy supplied at time t N.A.
The amount of load at time t N.A.
The amount of energy in the BA at time t
The minimum SOC in the BA 0.1B
To be specific, the function f is expressed as below. If S(t) > D(t), excess supply is to be charged into BA,
, BA needs to discharge energy to feed the loads, then
. The functions f 1 and f 2 depend on the difference between the SOC after charge/discharge and the required maximum/minimum SOC. In detail, Equation 4 and 5 respectively explain how to calculate the amount of energy that is charged or discharged finally.
E. Demand Profiles
Fot D(t) in Section III-D, the authors use the demand profile generated from the historical load data on Jeju Island. The raw data is obtained from the KIER test bed on Jeju Island and measured every second on April 7th, 2012. Based on the real data, a method of modeling different types of loads is used to separate the one-day total demand into four types of loads [36] . Fig. 7 shows the four types of demand patterns with their own characteristics on April 7th, 2013. The first type is the appliances that change their consumption as the temperature changes, such as air conditioners (AC). At daytime between 11 AM to 3 PM in summer, ACs consume more energy because the temperature is higher. The second type of loads are those whose power consumption can keep high for a period of time because customers require that the task should be completed before the deadline. For example, customers have to charge their EVs at night when they are at home. The third type includes LED lightings that the usage amount keeps horizontal while the fourth type include TVs which customers use periodically whenever they want to. The summation of the four major types of loads forms the total representative demand curve. With the separation of the four loads, the authors simulate an hourly demand profile for the entire year 2013 with consideration of seasonal variations, as Fig. 8 shows. In 2013, the peak demand approaches 675 M W as described in Table I . 
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Concept of Load-shedding
Before formulating the problem, an important concept is introduced-Load-Shedding (LS). It is defined that a LS event happens in an isolated power system when demand exceeds supply plus energy that BA can provide by applying the control algorithm in III-D [1] . Equation 6 defines the concept mathematically. In a time horizon of one year by hour (365 × 24 = 8760 hours), Probability of LS is calculated by Equation 7 , where t i = 1 if it falls in LS asset and t i = 0 if it does not. The index is often used as the measure of the performance of a power system. A reliable power system can only tolerate small P rob LS , e.g. 3% [9] , [37] .
B. Optimization Problem
The optimization problem is presented in Equation 8 . A few assumptions are taken into account here:
• Because P rob LS is used to measure the reliability of the configuration, HVDC systems are excluded thus the power system of Jeju Island is viewed as isolated microgrid at this stage. • The supply from the existing WTs on the island has already been subtracted from the total demand. In this case, the authors only need to consider adding new WTs. • The capacity of thermal plants from diesel and steam can be variable but limited to a certain value, in order to reduce CO 2 emission.
The details of the problem formulation are discussed as below.
Decision Variables: In the problem, both of sizes and placements of DGs including WTs, PVs and BAs should be optimized. The decision variables include α W (the capacity of WTs), α S (the capacity of PVs), B (the capacity of BA), α T (the capacity of thermal plants), l W (the placement of WTs) and l B (the placement of BA). The reason that the size of thermal generation is also taken into consideration is that reducing CO 2 emission is one target to protect the environment. Once the decision variables are determined, the amount of supply at time t is
Objective Function: The objective function takes C, the cost to integrate, operate and maintain DGs that is expressed in Equation 9, into consideration. Table III shows the value of the unit cost for each type of DG that is used to calculate [1] , [40] - [41] . • The constraints on the ranges of decision variables that are shown in Table IV , which is Ω: The size of thermal generation is limited to 100M W in order to reduce the emission of CO 2 . Due to the hardware installation limitation, the placement of PV is fixed at spot 1. The placements of WT and BA are chosen from spot 1 and spot 2. • The limitation on the power loss caused by transmission and distributions: The power loss after integration of DGs should be less than the original one due to the DG is distributed locally. • The operation constraints on the voltage stability at each bus (V i ) under IEEE 1547 [38] . • The constraint on the power flow stability, which requires the probability of load-shedding is equal or smaller than an acceptable risk level . The LS concept is discussed in IV-A. = 3% is chosen in the simulations in Section V.
C. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm is an approach that is used to find the optimal solution to computational problem, which was derived from evolutionary biology based on natural selection process 6 [39] . It has been applied in various research areas such as biology, statistics, computer science, electrical engineering and so on. During GA process, an initial population is randomly selected and generations of chromosomes are being replaced by crossover and mutation. The iteration is terminated when it reaches specified stopping criteria. In the paper, we use GA to determine the optimal configurations of sizes and placements of DGs in the microgrid system on Jeju Island. The simulation and codification of GA are implemented on Matlab Optimization Toolbox Genetic Algorithm Section 4 . The procedure is illustrated as below: Initialization: The initial population is generated randomly. Each population contains a number of chromosomes. The numbers of chromosomes are 50 and 100 respectively, in order to make a comparison of the results for different initialization. Each chromosome has 6 genes, which are
Selection: The chromosomes in the population are retained if they are within the constraints in Equation 8. Then their fitness values are computed and compared. The fitness value is the value of the objective function in Equation 8 .
Reproduction: New populations are replaced or modified by two reproduction methods-crossover and mutation. These are two main genetic operators that can derive a "child" from a "parents". In crossover, several functions such as single point, two points, intermediate and arithmetic methods can be chosen to improve the simulation. In mutation, several functions such as uniform and non-uniform methods can be chosen as well. In uniform, the default rate is 0.01 but allows specification. With the new population, the algorithm goes back to Step 2 and check if the chromosomes satisfy the constraints and are compared by the fitness value again.
Termination: The algorithm is terminated when either one of the two requirements is satisfied. 1) The iteration time/generation reaches 100 and 200 respectively; 2) The difference between the first smallest and second smallest fitness value is equal to or smaller than 10 −3 and 10 −6 respectively. Then the solution which has the smallest fitness value is found as the optimal final point. Fig. 11 gives an example of how the BA management system works by balancing supply and demand during 24 hours on Jan 1st, 2013, where α W = 500M W , α S = 500M W , B = 500M W h, α T = 50M W , l W = spot1 and l B = spot1. In the figure, from 0:00-17:00, supply from DGs and thermal at each hour can satisfy demand thus BA does not need to discharge. After 17:00, supply is reduced so BA discharge energy to feed demand. In the 24 hours, no LS event happens which means that supply and demand are well balanced. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Generation Profiles
B. Optimization Results by GA
The test bed is the power grid on Jeju Island in Fig. 2 . The inputs to GA are objective function, number of decision variables, lower bounds, upper bounds, linear inequality and equality constraints, and nonlinear constraints including the wind, solar generation, BA control algorithm, calculation of P rob LS . The outputs of GA are the final points of decision variables and corresponding best fitness values. During the simulation, the numbers of the chromosomes in initialization, the parameters of the genetic operators and the termination 7 criteria are modified manually several times as discussed in Section IV-C, in order to improve the algorithm implementation. The final optimization results are shown as below.
Table V lists four optimal configurations of DGs that are within the constraints and have minimum cost amounts determined by GA. Among these, the first one has minimum cost of $4.098×10 9 to install, operate and maintain the system, which is the optimal configuration of DGs (α W = 382M W , α S = 713M W , B = 500M W h, α T = 100M W , l W = spot1 and l B = spot1) for Jeju island power grid. • Power loss is reduced by integration of DG because DGs are always located at distribution part. It avoids high power losses caused by transmission lines. • The amount of CO 2 emission is reduced as well because the size of thermal generation is largely reduced. The penetration of DGs compensates the reduction of thermal. • Voltage constraints are both satisfied in two scenarios. • P rob LS is smaller than 3% which satisfies the nonlinear constraint. 
C. Validation of the Performance
In the section, the authors use NLP to roughly find out the optimal configurations within constraints and compare with the results by GA, in order to validate the performance of the GA approach. It is easily concluded that the size of thermal generation should be maximum tolerable amount, in order to provide energy but benefit environment. Therefore the size of thermal generation is fixed as 100 M W . The difference for placing WT is that the wind speed is different at two spots. The difference for placing BA is that electricity might be wasted by transmission lines when BA is far from DGs. Fig. 12-15 respectively show all the points that are within the constraints and have the top minimum cost amount, in the following four scenarios: Table VII . Among the four best points, the first scenario has minimum cost of $4.10 × 10 9 , which means that the combination of α W = 400M W , α S = 700M W , B = 500M W h, α T = 100M W , l W = spot1 and l B = spot1 is the optimal configuration for Jeju Island power grid determined by this method. Compared to the results in Section V-B, GA solves the problem with better performance than NLP in several points:
• Accuracy: In both of the approaches, several simulations are needed to narrow down the range of feasible sets. However, GA takes less times to find out the acceptable range. In addition, the optimal configurations by GA are more accurate than NLP, because the amount of cost to build the system is less. • Stability: Matlab Optimization Toolbox Genetic Algorithm allows users to specify desirable values in several options, such as number of initial population, function to create generation, crossover and mutation, and stopping criteria. The adjustments of the parameters provide a more stable environment in solving the problem. • Efficiency: It takes less than 5 minutes for GA to optimize while the computation time goes over 5 minutes for NLP if step size for iteration is 10.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The objective of the paper is to study and propose an approach to optimally integrate DGs using the Jeju Island power grid as test bed. The authors have carried out a careful study on the current status of art on the methods of solving such optimization problem. It is found out that heuristic approaches, especially genetic algorithm, have been researched as a more promising research area, compared to traditional methods. The algorithms of modeling wind, solar power generation, battery control management and demand distribution are explicitly introduced and explained with equations and figures. The optimization problem is formulated as a comprehensive objective function that describes the cost to install, operate and maintain the hybrid renewable system subject to some constraints, such as the lower and upper bounds of the decision variables, the limitation on power loss, the requirements on voltage drop and tolerable risk level. Genetic algorithm is used to study the input data which includes renewable generation and demand profiles of Jeju Island, create initial satisfactory population, mutate its chromosomes by iterations, and determine the optimal sizes and placements of DGs for the Jeju Island power system. The optimization results by GA are validated by nonlinear programming. From the optimization results that are provided by GA and NLP, it is concluded that GA performs better not only in accuracy, stability, but also in efficiency.
Importantly, this paper proposes a comprehensive objective function with practical constraints which take all the important factors that will impact the reliability of the power grid into account. The significant contribution compared to existing research on optimization of DGs on Jeju Island is that wind, solar and BA are taken into account together and the process of optimizing the sizes and placements of DGs on Jeju Island is analyzed and compared by two methods GA and NLP.
In the future, the next step is to take the constraints on dynamical power flow into consideration when designing the new power system for Jeju Island or any other similar microgrids. In the meanwhile, more types of DGs other than WT, PV and BA will become decision variables in the optimal configuration. A more comprehensive optimization problem will be studied and solved thoroughly.
